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TECHNICAL MEIVlORANDUM X-64911

LIQUIDFILMEXPERIMENT- SKYLABSL-4

I. INTRODUCTION

Given a closed vontour, tile l)roblem of finding the smallest surface

bounded by it was proposed by Euler in the lSth century. It involves _olving a
boundary valued, nonlinearpartialdifferentialequationproblem. Rlemann,
Schwarz, Weierstr'ass,and othersof the 19thcenturygave solutionsfor certain
contours. General existenceproofshave been publishedinthe 20thcenturyby

Rado, l.)ouglas,McShame, Gamier, and Courant. Neglectinggravitational

effects,a soap film assumes the shape of a (minlmal) surfaceof leastarea
spanningthegiven contour. J. Plateau,a blindBelgi:pzphysicistof themid-

19theer_tury,performed and publishedtheresultsof numerous experiments

involvingtheconstructionof soap filmson a wide w_rietyof wire contours.
This "minimal surface" problem has subsequently become known as Plateau' s
Problem. This report then concerns revisiting an old problem -- one which

captured the attention and energies of the great mathematicians and experi-

menters who have gone before.

Though now the question of existence of a solution has been solved, the

uniqueness is another problem. One may observe from a soap film demonstra-
tion that one contour may have more than one minimal surface ( Fig, l).

Figure i. Diagram of one boundary with three minimal surfaces.

Besides the obvious existence and uniqueness problem of a minimal sur-

face on a given boundary, other interesting problems have been studied. One
may st'trtwitha circularcontour enclosinga l)[aR_Irfilm,Figure 2(a), and

deform itcontinuouslytoward the new conl'igurationof Figure 2(b). The film

i "_ .... .u Irllll I II II "'= [ [ [[ i _,d
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('a) (b)

Figure _..Two topologicaltypes.

will continuously chnngc for a period of time, then it will jump to the totally
new minimal surface, the one-sided Moebius strip in Figure 2(b). This
demonstrates that the topological structure of the film may change even though
that of the contour remains the same.

Today Plate.'m-type problems find themselves a long way from the main-
stream of mathematics. In fact, the last major results were published In the

1930vs, and few significant mathematical publications on the subjcct exist for
the last 30 years. The situation is quite the contrary for the interesting soap

films. Experimentalists continue to publish literature regarding such topics
as life of soap fihns, film thickness laws, temperature effects on soap films,

film elasticity, film stability, etc. Apparently there is much yet to be learned

regarding liquid films. Adamson [l] states, "The actual mechanism of the
rupture .process itseff is not well understood; it is not known whether rupture
in an undisturbed film usually initiates at 'l border (as seems likely) or more

or less randomly." In earth environment, the rupture of liquid films takes

place under the Influence of the forces of gravitation and surface ten,_lon. Gen=
craliy sl)eaking, surface tension is the more ,lominant of the two forces, Not
much is known about the relation between the l)erslstence of a film and the

drainage rate, though numerous experiments have sought to determine It, Per=
haps research ia liquid films has become more important since the use of thin
films in the semiconductor industry and the wide use of foams today.

Reeentl,v a liquid film demonstration experiment was api)roved by NASA

and performed during January 197,t by Astronaut Jerry Carr on Skylab SL=4.
The type of experiment known as a "demonstration," is not really a full=fledged

experiment. It is not scheduled but is used to fill ia if a time period occurs
when the astronaut has nothing pressing to do. Ten such demonstrations were
accomplishc(I during the 3=mouth Skvlab SL-4 mission. Generally the guidelines

were that the experiment be short, simple, and involve only equipment already

2
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on board. The goal of the liquidfilm demonstration experiment was to construct

liquidfihns in a low-g environment from water and from :lsoap solution l)._two

differentmethods _indto l)hotogruphand observe their formation, theircharac-

tcrlstl(:s,:in(itheir time to rul)turc.

In the firstmethod, a globule of liquidwas placed on a elos_:l,expand-

able wirel'r;Lrnewhich was eXl)anded, stretching the spherical shape of the

globule intoa lens-likethinfihn. In a one-_ environment thiscannot be done

wi_h water because the gravitationalforce immediately strips most of itfrom

the wire. The second method of film construction consisted of accelerating a

closed wire frame submersed in liquid. The inertialforces on the liquid

allowed the frame and bulk liquidto separate and lefta liquidfilm bounded by
the frame.

II. LABORATORYEXPERIMENTS

Sever:_l preliminary experiments in the laboratory were performed in
connection with the,Sk.vl:d) experiment, lligh-nl)eod movie film w:,s taken of

the rupttlre of so:q) films on clrcul_Lr huol)n, Also soap films on a hoo l) and a
tetrahe(lron were rotated, the results giving ;l clear indication thatg, ravit'ltional

effects on films could not I)c neglected in underst'mdil_ and predicting their

lifetimes. The frames in Figure 3 were those used for rotating in the one-g
environment. Someof the results are shown in Table 1. The frames were

made from s'ffety wire and are about 2.54 em( 1 in.) in diameter. The soul)
used was the shower soap of the Skyklb mission, Miranol Jem Concentrate

(MJC). According to Table 1, increasing the rotation rate or the soap con-
eentration increases the film lifetime. This effect, however, does not continue,

as eventuMly an increase of either will decrease the lifetime. Rotating the

film has the cffeet of "alternating the direction of the gravitational field and
produces an qverage zero-g force. One must realize, however, theft this is

different from the orl)ital siiu'ltlon because the I)ulk liquid between the two film
faces is in motion, alternating I'rom one direction to the other under the one-g

force. This motion Is vlsu:Llb' al)l)tLrent at lIrst, l)ut.'fiLer a eoul)le of minutes,

ev:q)or;_tlo)) Ires thlnne(l the flhn and no motion c.'_n l)e l)ereelved.

Figure 3. Lalx)ratory apt)aratus for rotational experiment.
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'I'AI_I,E t. SOAP I.'IL,MS ROTATEL) IN ONE-g

Rotation Rate Avg. Lifetime

Wire Frame Soap Cone. (Hz) (s)

Vertical lloop 120: t 0 2.0

l 4.3

60:1 0 5.4

l 13. 1

2.5 177.5

,10: I () 6.0

I 290. t)

'l'etr;ihedron 120: I 0 0.0

60: t 0 5.0

1 7.t. 4

2.5 2.t5.0

The rc._uits of thi._ experiment, as well :is others, do not support the

statement from [ t] that "the main cause of burstin_ ix c_aporation."

One of the goals of our hii4h-sl)eed I)hoto_r:q)hy experiments w;L_ to

observe where the film rul)ture started, whether it initiated on theedge, near

the center, or randomly. Pr(,'ious experiments [2,3,4] had Lnitlatedrupture

by an electric Sl);lrk. Our al)l)roach was to allow it to occur passively. Photo-

graph8 were taken at 2000 and 3000 frames por second, and tho total duration

of each filming was about 5 seconds. It was possible to I)redict correctly, with

a probability of 0.6, a 5-second interval in which the film on the hoop would

rupture.

"i'h)'e(: hoops wet'(: then made on a common l r;_me, :Ln(l this increased

tim l)rol);d)ilitv of l)imto_ral)hia_ ;Lt least one rul)ture to |-(()..I) 3 : 0.936, 'l'l_is

was (lcmonst)'ate(l l)y the fact thal each trial produced two or three ruptures,

Some o[ the hoops were held horizontally and others at a 30-(Ic_ree angle. All

those on aa angle broke from the top o(lge (lownward, Although initially a 40

to I ratio of water to soap (MJC) solution was tried, it may well have been

twice that hik_h for some of the pictures, The heat from the lamps was so

.I
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t,_lt.,l._c, theft often before the experiment was finished, the solution would begin

to l,oil. :ks the film I)rok_;, the leading edge had an aver:iRe velocity of a few

l,xt.ltzrs iJt:r ._t!coll(l ( l"b;. _), h:tving a !_igher velocity at the beginninv; of the

t(r:Jr, II_(:kl _lux_itl_ :is it w_atlt :_cross the hoop.

"_ I SOAP

SOLUTION

l,'i-ure t. lligh-sl)eed photography experiment setut;.

l'l_c lir._t t.otffi._ur:_tion used three approxim;Rely circul_lr frames (about

'_'.._ _:)_1 i_ dittP.lcter), tilted :_bout 30 dagrees. The three hoops were raised

lr,,_ the tlcakt, r as shown in Figure 4. In no case did it appear that th_

t,r(':lJ,ill_ t)|" Olle film h:ld any effect on the breaking of another. This was

l_.t,l_al_I\ l_t,t,:it!_c rttpture I:ll_o_ place in tile plane of tile hoop _o there wa,_
lil l 1_:_orll_;_l :t(:celcr:ltio_. Three such experiments were ru|l and i)hotogr:qH_ed

:it :;l_(_lr:_me>: per._econd. Fortunately, each time all three ._oap film_ broke

I_t,,Itgrc, tilt_' hi_h-,_l)ccd film w:ls deplete(l, giving nine ruptures to olxservc. All

of the so,q) films began breaking f_.'om the top edge of the frame and proceeded
i_ lint, :_¢.l.oss the frame to the opposite edge, The main phases :ire _hown in

l,'i,;urc ,-,. The lea(ling edges of the breaks for one set of three al)l)car in gr:lph

ltn'_i i_l l.'ilure 6.

Figure 5. Main film phases.
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Figure 6. Film diameter versus time(three trials).

Since all the soap films broke from the top to the bottom in the l irst

configuration, another set of experiments was performe, l with :_ horizontal _.un-

figuration. This involved the photographing of rupture of horizontal soap films.
A so:q) fihn on a horizontal frame has little drainage and so persists longer.

"l'hi.s tends to spread the i)rol)alJle time of rupture over a lonl4cr intcr_al and

makes it much more difficult to catch it while breaking. The so:q) ¢'onccntralion

ratios were adjusted, :til(l the horizontal films were l,hOtol4ral)hu, l at 2i.lllO fl':tnlc_

per second, which gives 50 percent more I)hotogral)hint4 time. Also, the fr:tmcs

were not mounted directly above each other but radially about the stem :|n,l

normal to it ( Fig. 7). Ullforttlnately, these frames were olll3 as circt|l:tr all(I

as horizontal as tile h,'tlld and eye could milke then_, therefore, in the strictest

sense they were not horizontal planar films. One could easily observe the

varying curvature over these minimal surfaces. It is interesting to note that

...... IIHII HI,
" i i _ I I II I
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IIDE VIEW T. I/IlW

Figure 7. llorizontal configuration for high-speed

photography experiment.

in no case (here or in the uonhorizontal cases previousl3 discussed) (lid the

rupture take place nez,_r a point of l:trgc Gaussian curv:_ture, nor did it occur

at the edge of a frame near a point where the frame was not roughly circular,

nor where the wire wan twisted together.

Three eXl)evimcnts were porl.ormed usinK the, horizont:tl trames and,

in eae, h c:lse, two of the three l,ihnn t_rukc. 'l'hrce of the lllms broke from back

edge to Iront, o_e Irom tt_e lelt o(Ige to tht, r'b;l_t, an(l, surprlslnb_ly eaough,

two l'rom the iz_tt:r'ior, :tlJout Imllw:Lv l rein tht lelt-back edge to the center.

The holes :tl_pe:lre_l not at '_ll circular but elliptical and quickly reached the

neare._t edge, sl_re:tding across to the opposite side In a manner not perecival_l,v

dlt'ferent from the films which broke l,rom the edge.

l,'igure _ shows two averaged velocity graphs el the leading edge el, the

break, one of horizontal films and the other from the 30-degree tilt experiment.

A tentative explanation of the higher velocity for the horlzont_ll film Is that

because of the slower film speed and the reduced lighting requirements, less

heating occurred. The surface tension and, consequently, the velocity were

greater. The decreasing velocity of both t.urves may |_ explained by the cir-
cular frame which forces the film to thicken as the rupture proceeds. Sucha

conclusion may be drawn from Figure 7 of Ilel,erunce 2.

III. THESPACEEXPERIMENT

'l'ht,' I lr,_t p;trt t_l the demonntr;lttou m:,le use of :L wire Loop [ Fig. 9(a) I

which could be expanded from an oval with diameter of perhaps I em to about 20

era, much as one would expand a lasso. The astronaut could not smoothly expand

the loop because of the resilience of the wire, and the shape It took could be

1975009321-012
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Figure 9. hl)l):lratus for Skyiab St-4 experiment
(boundary expansion).

deucrlbcd as slightl_v elliptical and t)la:lar. There were two attempts to draw a
water film. These films were made from 1 ml of water and expanded to diam-

eters of l; and 7.5 cm, resl)ectlvely. "l'he_' both broke (from the edge) imme-

dl,'Ite[v al'ter l_Ing ticked by a finger In the process of further expansion.
According to hstron;¢ut C;=rr, these films _ere a,_ large or larger than any he

had attempted In practice. The eeeond film appeared to break looee from one
edge flrat but then came completely free from the wire loop. It appeared to
retain Ira film-like atructure until It peaced from the field of view (FII_. 10).

but thle may have been an lllualon produced by "IV video tape proeeoalnl.

8
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Astronaut Carr next tried to fill the loop with t ml of the soap solution,

but the liquid globule stuck tighter to tile syringe Ihan it did to the wire, so that
the camerit had to be shut off while he practiced the transfer. Eventually he

did get a globule to transfer onto the wire loop, but remarked that it was not a
full ml and estimated that it may have been about 0.25 ml. The loop was

expanded to about 7- or 8-em diameter before the film broke. A second try

with a full ml produced a 15-cm-diameter film, which is very close to the

results obtained in a one-g environment.

Next Astronaut Carr used the sliding rectangle [Fig. 9(b) ] and he

estimated that he had t/8 ml of soap solution transferred onto it. He then moved

the sliding side to form st 2 em by 20 cm rectangle. Once the film broke, the

liquid concentrated o,_ the wire was sufficient to be redrawn. Again, nothing
different from a similar one-g experiment was observed.

In Ihe next portion of the demonstration, the seal) solution wits contained

in :t used food can, and the three wire fritmes (Fig. 11) were secured by a

I)leceof tape. Cart set the clock in view of the camera, dipped the hoop into

the solution and I)ulled it quickly out. As expected, a film formed, and the

frame was then stuck to the tape. Then the tetrahedron frame was pulled from

the tape (this noticeably shook the film on the heop), placed in the soap solu-

tion, and jerked out with apparently the usual characteristic film for this type

bounding frame. However, Astronaut Cart describes it as having films on the

four faces. Although the video tape picture is not clear enough to be certain, it
is assumed that this cc)mment was unintentional since it is mathematically

impossible. While moving the frame about, the film poppedt so he
redre_v it. tte noted then that the hoop film had ruptured in I t/2 minutes.

Generally spealdng, one would not expect the film on the hoop held stationary

to last over a minute in one-g, even if it were held horizontally. The extra

time to bursting may I)e i)artially due to it I)ein_ a thicker flhn than that which

couhl be(Irawn in one-g, l,'ilm thickness was an hnportant vltrlable in the

analysis of this (Icmol_str:ttlon and we were unable to measure it.

The cubical fr'tme was submerge(l several times in the soap solution

then jerl_e(I from it with films forming in wtrious configurations. One lasted

no longer than 5 seconds, but other lifetimes were on the order of 1 minute.

One may have expected the film lifetimes in space to be much longer, since

any sagging and drainage eouhl not be the results of a gravitational force. In

one-g one wouM expect, for a stationary film, a lifetime of a few seconds and

for one rotated, a lifetime of a few minutes. So it does appear that for a near

zero gravitational force the lifetime is increased some, but perhaps no more

than one order of magnitude for our particular solution. On the other hand, the

much longer lifetime of the rotated film seems to be clue to the sloshing about

of the bulk liquid, which perhaps replenishes and patches the weak and rupture-

I)rone areas of the film.

L(I

............... ,i ]1HI]! II d
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Figure 1l. Apparatus for Sk'ylab SL-4 experiment
(inertial acceleration).

Astronaut Carr demonstrated thathe could pullthe frame out so thata

fullcube of liquidwas bounded by the frame (Fig. 12). The sightof such an

"open" container is rather unusual and is brought about because the amount of

the liquidwhich clingsto the cubical frame depends on how fastthe frame is

jerked from the solution. He then emptied the liquidfrom the frame by accel-

erating(shaking) it. Some liquidleftthe frame with each shake untilonly a

very thinset of films remained. He described the resultingstructure as

having a small cube in the center, held by thinfilms attached to the wire frame

(Fig. t3). This is not inconsistentwith theoreticalstudies, even though the

structure formed in one-g does not form an internalcube. In one-g the struc-

ture consists of 13 film faces, one square in the center held in positionby 12

bounding fihns (see Section IV-B on isoperimetric problems for a discussion).

f The cube of liquid held only by the wire frame demonstrates the careful
attention that liquids must be given when handled in space. They can easily be

caught by edges, take up shapes dictated by surface tension, and hence form

surfaces of minimal area. In one-g the shapes that liquids take are dominated

by the gravitational force. We take this property into consideration in making

liquid containers. For instance, a cylinder with one end open and the other

closed makes a good container if it is not to be accelerated too greatly since it

' can be oriented so that the gravitational force holds the liquid away from the

ll
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I/i_urc I_. Fullcubo of soap _olution.

open end. In slmcc, all tile usu:lldesign and technology for I_ulil¢lin,_ tiqui¢l con-

tainers _,,<of no use, whether it be :l"space" coffee cup or a goldfish bowl.

The l)rim',tr\ con,_ideration _houkl be_i\en to surface cfl'ect._, wcltin_ ch:lrac-

teristics, surface tension, an(I viscosity.

IV. MATHEMATICALBACKGROUND

A. Minimal Surfaces

The study ol ,_urfacesis rather fascinatingand involved and has a most

colorful hi,_tor.\. A ,_hort collec'tion of f:lcts ,_houhl .serve our I)Url)O,_e_ here[S].

Considc)'in_:_l)ointP ina surface S, construct a norm:_l n to S

through P. P'assn id:tnethrough the normal n so thatitmay l)crotatedabout

n through an)"ankle 0 (Fig. 14). For each 0, the intersectionof the l)lm_ewith

,S is a line 'and il_ cur\',,turo I,(,_) ;1l P m:ly be COml_uted. \Vhere I<(¢))

ORLG[NAL PAt;EIS
_'_, OF POOR QUAI_,IT_

1975009321-017



l,'i4urL' ;;. Film ,,-|l'tl(;tul'c fO|'lllL'_] bV ',t(_'(.",._[Ol';llil/4 \Vl'.",: ('LLI_L'.

._ PLANE

i.'i4ure 1i. Curxuturc illuslr:tlio,_.
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at:ares-tmaximum, say at 0I, itis known that 14(01+ zr/2) is a minimum

[except where k(0) is a constant]. Tile reciprocals of k(01) and k(0 I+ ,'r/2)

are denoted by R I and R2 and are known as the principalradii of curvature.

The mean curvature H is defined by H = i,/2(1/R1 + I/R2) , the Gaussian

curvature K is I/R IR 2. Those special surfaces where H = 0 at ever)'point

are called "minimal s,arfaces." The term "minimal" is somewhat justifiedby

tilel)ropertythatfor each :_imp[eclosed curve C which bounds a surface S of

minimal :irea,itis tIlccase that II= 0 attach point of S. Ithas further been

shown I.Imtfor :inysimple closed Jordan curve there exists at leastone minimal

._uri'acel,ounded i,yIt. In many cases, there is more than one (F|g. I) and,

in I'a<'t, there m:Lv be Infinitely many.

'i'l_CCOllditiOllII= 0 implies thatunless i)oti]RI and J{2 are _ ,

H I....l{..,and tillsgives the saddle slmp(:dal)pearancc thata minimal surface

has (at cacilpoint). An example minimal surface isgiven by

x(u, v) = (v cos u, v sin u, cu)

whicil is known as a right helicoid. Another minimal surface ( Imown as

Enneper' s) is given by

t

( _|:' V I' )

-- _ uv 2 v -- + LI2V U 2 V2
;(u, v) ' :l ' :_ ' -

C:ktenoidn (which :trc rotations of vatenarie,_) are tile only surfaces of revolution

which are minim:ll surfaces, :tnd these m:k',' l)c l)hysically realized by ._USl)ending

a soap film between two hoops. Soap films form minimal surfaces because

their surface tension forces them into a configuration of least area I)oundcd by
thcwire frames. Those fihns which also bound volumes of air do not form

minimal surfaces even though they tend to a least area surface. Since e_ery

l)ossil)[ewrinkle of ::boundin_ wire l)roducesanother n_inimal surfa(_e,there

is no shortage of such surfaces even though they flreso special.

One shouhl be a bitcautious for fear of reading4too much intothe fore-

going4 discussion. I%;t ('urve is 14iven lJy y y(x) , then the curvaturc :it x is
3

k(x) x.... 'l I + v':!l _'. The ('urvc v x"! has ;t curvature o[ 2 at zero. However,

the funethm y= xa, which appears to be bending through zero, has a curvature of zero

I.l
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from the definition of curwtture. It is this phenomenon which keeps one from

constructing a surface whose maximal and minimal curvature is less than

_/2 radians apart. Obviously a surface with a ridge and a valley can be made

to meet at any angle, but at the intersection (unless the angle is ,-r/2), the

curvature is zero in alldirections.

B. Is0perimetricand Steiner Problems

In many cases soap fihns are not just single surfaces but may involve

several surfaces connected together. They have some voh_me and sometimes

surround air masses (bubbles and foams), so the following discussion may

be in order.

The circle encloses the largest area among all closed curves with a

fixed length. The sphere encloses the largest volume amopg all surfaces with
a fixed area -- which is serf-evident, but a rigorous proof is difficult. Problems

of this type are known as isoperimetric problems.

"Steiner' s problem" refers to a !_roblem solved b_ Jacob Steiner,

University of Berlin, in the early 1800' s. ttow should one join three cities by

a system of roads whose total length is the smallest possible? The solution,

gener'tlly speaking, involves constructing a road from each city to a single

point so that the angle bt:twecn adjacent roads is 12() degrees (FIg. 15). The

i)rol)lem and solution may I)e generalized to any number of cities. The solution
obtained does not :tllow more than three roads to Intersect and in each inter-

section of three, again the angles must lie equal.

To help explain soap fihn formation, we shall consider an isoperimetrlc
prol)tem together with a condition on the boundary which in the limit reduces to
a Steiner problem. The particular formation we wish to consider is that of a
eubiealwire frame. The structure in one-g is shown in Figure 16, consisting

of a small "square" film centrally held Ijy twelve other films which connect to
the cubical frame. In space, the shape is totally dependent on the volume of

t5

k,..__.__.A. A
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Figure 16. Soap film structure on cubical boundary.

fluid. As was demonstrated in the Skylab experiment, ff the amount is less

than the volume of the wire cube, the liquid adheres to the wires and is spheri-

cally concave in e'lch face. As the liquid volume is reduced, adjacent spherical

faces become tangent, eventually forming pl'mar films between each other and

a concave "cubc" centrally held by these films. If this were the configuration

as the ll(luid approached zero, one would expect the formation to consist of

twelve planar fihns coming togcthcr in the center at a point, This does not

happen (as mentioned above in the onc-g case), as the center is not a point but

consists of a film which is approximately square. Is there some discontinuity,
and what is the nature of this rather unusual situation?

Although it is tricky to izffcr three-dimensional results from a two-

dimensional solution, the following result is helpful. Consider four point'.: in a

square arrangement of two units on a side. Interior to the points is a rectangle

whose corners are each connected to the adjacent point (see Fig. 17). The

problem: For a given rectangular area A, what is the ratio of adjacent _ides

of the rectangle when the total perimeter is minimized? Equivalently, find (_

and d (for instance, if the rectangle is square, (,= ¢/4)7 The perimeter is
given by

1)((_ , d) = '1 see,v(2 - 2d+ cos (_ - sin_, _ d cos (v _ d sin (,) ,

and for any value of area, A, the function g((_,, d) = 0 shows the relation
which must exist between _ and d:

!_((v,d) = 4 sin(, d2 + 4(cos_ - sin,_ ) d- A cos(_ = O

L6

i 11 i - _ .....................,, i i ,, H i i i iml IiI '_ I i i ....... I
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Figure 17. Diagram of all isoperimetric mathematical problem.

Formulated in this manner, thisproblem of minimizing P subject to

g is a natural for tile method of Lagrange multipliers. One writes the

Lagrangian L= P(cv, d) + hg((_, d) and solves the three equations:

_)L OL DL
- 0 , _=0 , -0

Finally, this leads to finding the zeros of f((v):

2(2 sin,_ - I) x2 cos,, - 2x(cos,, + sin,,)+ A sin(_
-" 9

f(_) testy(2- testy - sin_) + (2 - x)(x sill(v + COS(_ - sin_,)

where

x = t- cot(_ +x (l- cot(v)2+ A cot,_ .

One can see immediately that for A = 0, f(_/6) = 0 (this corresponds to

Steiner' s solution of four cities), but for other values one needs an iterative

scheme to find the solutions. The graph (Fig. 18) is a plot of (_ versus the

ratio of the area of the interior rectangle to the exterior square. This indicates

thatthe interior rectani41eis ;,square untilitsarea is small, apl)roxlmately 5

percent, then Itl'lnttensInto:ltrue rectanl41eand fhml[v a straight lineat

A o. Although this may ,'_eem m_rl)rlsln_, It may I)e seen to be the expected

thln_ when one conshlc, rs the l'o|iowln_. A squttre h:is least perimeter of all

rect:mt4lcs enclosln_ a _lven area, but on tile ott_er Imnd, the configuration of

,_tolner' s problem of four cities 14ires the minimal perimeter for a zero area

17
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_/6/_'_ AREA INTERIOR RECTANGLE/EXTERIOR SQUARE
I I

.05 .6 1

Figure l_. Graph of the ,_olution to isoperimetrie

problem presented in Fig. 17.

rectangle. It is tile first that dominates our I)crimeter until the square is very

small and the "holding arms" are very long, then Steiner' s solution enters the

picture and (Iominatcs near zero. The double valued graph between O and 5

percent indirates that the square may alternately flatten vertically or

horlzonta lb'.

Although ;i one-_ exr:2rimentdemonstr:lting this (except for A = O)

seems iml)ossible, it couhl eaMl.v be done in _l)aCe. Figure 19 shows two

streets of l)lexiglan._ hel(I horizontally al):lrt I)y four small i)illar._; l)|aced in :l

square. This structure sul)merse(l in a so:l,) solution in low-_ should demon-

strate results given above when viewed from the top. The cro,_s-sectlonalarea

eouhl be reduced I)y shaking the, solution from the structure a little at :l time.

The onl,y difference one should expect is that the central "reetangld' will

neeessaril, v trove cone:we sides which will slightly adjust the point at which It

del)arts from a "square."

We now return to the three-dimensionali)rob|em, where our one-_

experiment i)roduce(l a "square" in the cubical frame as opposed to Astronaut

Cnrrts reporting ()f :1 "cui)e" in the (,enter. In view of the :dx)w_ 2-(timensionnl

prol)l(,m, l)erhnps the following expl:lnntit)n h()l(ls in this ense. Since the cul)_.

cont:_ins the least surl':_(,() :_rt, n for :my ret't:_ngulnr-l)il)ctl()f:t _tw,n v()lumc, this
is the ('()nflgur:lth)n Lqk(,n :_s the liquid is sh:lk(,n c)ut. I':v(,ntunlly w(, ('xp('('t tl_e
cuIx, t() get s_) smnll nn(I tie, "holding films" st) Inrg(, thnt they IK,gln to (Iomin'lte:

the ('ul., giv(,s u1) its sll:ll_' in tl}(, inl(,r('st (.f r('(lu('lng th(, surface :lre:l of tie,s(,
films :_n(I I'l:ltt(,ns into ;i squ:lr('. I)r(,sum:lhly this is the (':is(, in one-g. :tn(I the

only re'lson it w:l,_ not ()hst, rvc(I in spn('e w:_s h("(m'.ls(, too mu('h Ilqui(I r(,maine(I
In the frNm('.
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Figure 19. Diagram of "l space experiment solution

to the isoperimetric problem.

V. CONCLUSION

In the l)reccdin_pages a view of the f:Lscinatingstudy of liquidfilms has

been given, both from a m:ithematical sidcand an experimental side. Plateau's

Problen_, the findi,_of a surface of leastarea bounded by a closed contour,

minimal surfaces, Stcincr's Problem, and isoperimetric problems have been

discussed and connected to the structure formation of soup fihns. A new

mathematical result concerning film structure was derived which seems to be

verified by the space experiment.

Apparently new results occurred from the experimentnl work done

relativeto the gravitationaleffectson liquidsand their surfaces. These include

rotating soap fihns in one-g, photograt)hingthe unprovoked rupture of soap

films, together with results from the Skylab space experiment. Astronaut Carr

produced a 7-cm-dlameter liquid film from 1 ml of plain water by expanding
the wire loop which bounded it. lie demonstrated another experiment, impos-

sible In on¢:-_, l_y suhmurslng n cubical wire frame In 'L soap solution and
retrm, te(I :L full cul)e of lhtuld In tile frnm.e. Then I)y shaldn_ (nl)l)lying an

lncrtl:[l Iur_'e), hc _ml)tlud most of the liquid, leavlnl_ the resulting fllm_. The

19
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f|hn lilctit_m was lon_cr for _ome of Lhe _1):)¢'c films than lur similar one."-; in

one-R, its was cxi)e('te(l, but |lone :IS IoIlg :|,% those rotated in onc-_. "rhc e×tra

lifetime in space couhJ be due to tile lack of _4ravitatio,, .i induced draina_4e, or,

more indirectly, absence of gravity allowctl thicker films to be made which

increased fihn lifetime. A more advarccd CXl)eriment would be necessary to

determine the precise cause of this effect.

In future space flights it is suggested that due to the preliminary results

from Skylab, an experiment I)e i)roposed to make a film by boundary expansion

using, instead of water, materials with higher surfact: tension, l)erhal)S metals.

Moldless casts may also be tried where the liquid fihn is hardened into a solid

I)y a chemical or temperature change. As an examl)le, due to chemical change,

one observes that a film of paint over a nail hole often hardens before it rup-

tures if tile hole is not too l'lrgc or the paint too thin. As for making a solid

film I)y tcml)eraturc chan_'e, we have frozen ,',oal) films o_er liquid nitrogen

dewllrs but Rt:llcr'tt[ b' t'oun(l t'l':1('k._ ill the I'rozc)l l'ilm due to tile volume chtlllRe
of our ,'_olution c:_uscd when the teml)erature was (luicl<l.v lowered, l,'oams,

which arc nolhin)4 )nu)'e than a large film structure, ;ire .vet to l)u studied in

any depth i)) space I)ut I)ccause of their" wide use will receive attention both

from a basic theory :tn(l tin ;tl)plication viewl)oint in the future.

2o
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